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Abstract: In data management the high-level FAIR principles are interpreted and im-
plemented in various FAIR metrics. While this specific interpretation is intended, it
leads to the situation of several metrics with different evaluation results for the same
digital object. This work conducts an organizational-formal comparison, showing up
elements like categories of importance in the considered metrics, as well as a content-
wise comparison of selected metrics how they differ in their interpretation. The results
give orientation especially to everyone in science aiming to find the right metric to make
their data FAIR.
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1 Introduction

The FAIR principles [1] have been widely adopted as a guideline for making scien-
tific data and scholarly digital objects more findable, accessible, interoperable, and
reusable. Scholarly digital objects include data in a narrow sense as well as software,
repositories, and workflows among others [1], [2]. The four foundational principles are
described in more detail in fifteen guiding principles. These principles are interpreted
and implemented in several FAIR metrics in order to meet domain-specific require-
ments or to focus on special types of digital objects [3]. This poses challenges for
several addressees in research: scientists might want to select a metric to design their
digital objects FAIR; initiatives working on developing new (specific) metrics need to
understand existing ones and identify gaps; and research funding agencies might want
to select an appropriate metric to measure the FAIRness of published results. There-
fore, a detailed comparison of FAIR metrics is necessary to investigate differences and
how they affect the data management and evaluation results for digital objects.
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Various FAIR metrics are used in FAIR assessment tools [4]. While comparisons
of FAIR assessment tools and their outcomes already exist (e. g. [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10]), they usually do not focus on the underlying metrics themselves as the reasons
for differences observed. At least the tool evaluation in [11] includes comparison of
the metrics Maturity Indicators (MI) and FAIRsFAIR (FsF). The tool comparison in [12]
mentions the used metrics as one aspect. The development of the European Open
Science Cloud (EOSC) FAIR metrics [13] made comparisons to metrics developed
previously, but no complete overview comparing several metrics is currently available.

In our comparison, metrics that satisfies the following conditions are selected: Met-
rics that

• are generally applicable, i. e. that are not limited to one specific type of digital
objects, since this reduces comparability;

• follow the structure of the fifteen FAIR guiding principles; and
• have a separate documentation following the characteristics in [14]’s table 1, such

as a metric identifier and name as well as what and how is it measured.

Metrics are identified based on scientific literature research as well as on considering
metrics used in publicly available FAIR assessment tools. (Although the assessment
tools themselves are mentioned in this paper, they are not compared.) For the identified
metrics the comparison divides into two types: 1) An organizational-formal comparison
focuses on characteristics like the evaluated digital objects, evaluation scale and metric
item weighting factors. 2) Starting from each guiding principle a one-by-one content-
wise comparison of each FAIR metric is conducted among the other metrics as well as
with the (general) guiding principles itself.

2 Results

Four general FAIR metrics are identified for this work, presented in the middle column in
figure 1, including their optional usage in assessment tools. As stated before, specific
metrics are excluded (e. g. for FAIRness of software: [15], FAIR4RS ([16], [17]), [18]).
The FAIRplus (F+) indicators [19] as well as several self-assessment checklists have
been not been incorporated due to a missing structural similarity to the FAIR guiding
principles.

The organizational-formal comparison reveals that metrics focus on digital objects
in general (MI, RDA, FsF) or more specific on the web (EOSC). This outcome is not
surprising since the concept of FAIR metrics is to specify the general FAIR principles
for a certain usage. While e. g. the FAIR MIs are generally applicable, there is another
metric rephrased to focus explicitly on software. The assessment tools “FOOPS” uses
the (general) RDA metric for the evaluation of ontologies. RDA prioritizes the relevance
of their metric items in three categories (“useful”, “important” and “essential”). Following
the design framework template by [14] reveals room for improvement in documentation.

The content-wise comparison of FAIR metric elements shows different numbers of
metric items per metric: While the MIs are with 14 items quite close to the FAIR guiding
principles, on the opposite site the RDA contains 41 items in their metric. The different
number of metric items is mainly caused by splitting into multiple and more fine-granular
metric items for one guiding principle: Data vs. metadata are distinguished; principles
are divided into multiple parts (e. g. RDA-I1-01: “uses knowledge representation ex-
pressed in standardised format” and in addition “uses machine-understandable knowl-
edge representation”); principles (e. g. A1.) with sub-principles (e. g. A1.1., A1.2.)
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MI [20] [21], RDA [22] [23], FAIRsFAIR [24], EOSC [13]

Figure 1. FAIR metrics identified by usage in FAIR assessment tools

are either described on all levels or on subprinciple level only; human as well as ma-
chine readability is in some metrics explicitly distinguished. The EOSC that has marked
some items “temporarily”, which might evolve over time. The development of the EOSC
FAIR metric has been influenced by the RDA‘s and FAIRsFAIR’s metrics, what is ex-
pressed in similarity of the content. E. g. RDA-F1-01D demands that “Data is identified
by a persistent identifier” [22] while FsF-F1-02D in a similar way states that “Data is
assigned a persistent identifier” [24]. Therefore the RDA FAIR Data Maturity Model
has an extended (direct/indirect) influence on the development of the presented subse-
quent metrics by FAIRsFAIR and EOSC. A high-level overview of the above-mentioned
results is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Simplified FAIR metrics overview with the results from the comparison
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3 Outlook

Our detailed comparison of FAIR metrics reveals the differences on an organizational-
formal level as well as content-wise. Differences are thematised and thus show the
(intended) different interpretation and implementations of the FAIR principles.

The outcome can be one part of the explanation why different FAIR assessment tools
lead to different results for the same digital object. For scientists, initiatives working on
FAIR, and research funders, the results might be useful to decide which FAIR metric to
use in their work. When developing a new metric, the comparison can help to identify
gaps or to check typical design elements of metrics (like weighting categories, aspects
to (not) focus on etc.).

It has to be mentioned that this analysis represents the current situation at the mo-
ment of execution. Due to the continuous evolution of FAIR, an ongoing evaluation of
differences will be required. Existing metrics might change, and new metrics might be
developed for specific purposes. This is necessary to adapt to new future develop-
ments and requirements. The selection of metrics in this work has been rather strict,
so more metrics exist that are not covered here. But more important than which FAIR
you use is that your data is somehow FAIR.
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